Lower Campus Dress Code
Policy Manual

Approved School Uniform Vendors
Currently, Beacon Hill Classical Academy partners with the following school dress code vendors:
Land’s End (www.landsend.com) Our preferred school number is 900134438.
French Toast (www.frenchtoast.com) Our school code is QS5GVQB.
Target, Walmart, Old Navy etc. are acceptable vendors for any uniform item that does not require the school
crest but still should comply with the school dress code, such as pants, skirts, or shorts.
Used uniform sales are also available throughout the year, purchased through the office.
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GIRLS
Skirts, Dresses and Jumpers
Color: khaki, navy, gray, or official school plaid(s)
Length: no more than 3 inches above the knee when standing
Crest: jumpers and dresses must have a school crest (see *approved uniform vendors).
Under shorts: navy, black, gray or white bike shorts, leggings or tights must be worn under skirts or dresses for
modesty.
Under shirts: school uniform collared shirts must be worn under jumpers. Other non-uniform shirts are not
allowed.
Pants
Color: khaki, navy,or gray (no black or white)
Style: chino - cotton twill, straight leg, boot cut, slim. Pants should have no rips or tears.
Capri's: not allowed
Skinny or tight fitting pants: not allowed
Cargo with side pockets: not allowed
Jeans: not allowed
Joggers or sweats: not allowed
Shorts
Color: same as *Pants.
Style: chino - cotton twill
Length: same as *Skirts--no more than 3 inches above the knee when standing, and have a proper hem.
Short shorts: not allowed
Leggings worn under shorts: not allowed
*Refer to *approved school uniform vendors for examples of style, and color of pants and shorts. Uniform pants
and shorts may be purchased from other stores if the item meets uniform guidelines as stated above.
Shirts
"All shirts must be purchased through *approved school uniform vendor. The shirts should be collared,
solid color, button down and require the school crest to be applied. All acceptable shirts are found on the store’s
websites. "
Shirts are to be tucked in to skirts and pants upon entering chapel for grades K-6. Shirts are to be tucked in upon
entering the classroom from breaks for grades 3rd-6th. K-2nd grade are not required to do so.
Color: light blue, french blue, or white
Undershirts and camisoles: must be plain white or light gray and completely hidden under uniform shirt.
Long sleeve undershirts worn underneath short sleeve uniform shirt: not allowed
Uniform shirts must be worn underneath sweaters.
Sweaters and Everyday Outerwear
Inside: must be purchased through *approved school uniform vendors, solid color, and requires the school crest.
Color: solid navy, gray, or white
Outside: may be purchased from other clothing stores, and be within the following written guidelines- no crest
required
Color: solid navy, gray, white, black, or khaki
Jackets: may be puffy, soft, solid color. No large logos or patterns, no bright color accents, no fur either on the
outside or in the lining. Puffer vests are acceptable with these same guidelines.
Rainy Day- Wear
Rain forecasted during school hours will allow for Rainy Day Wear.
Inside: Uniform dress code, as well as *Spirit Wear dress code will be acceptable. Rain boots inside are acceptable.
Outside: *Spirit Wear, as well as rain coats, boots, scarfs, hats, beanies, umbrellas-- all in any color or pattern will
be acceptable for the day. These items will be left outside the classroom and chapel.

GIRLS CONT’D
Cold Weather
Beanies, scarves, gloves may be worn outdoors.
Color: navy, gray, khaki, black or white
Bright colors and patterns: not allowed
Socks
Socks must be worn at all times
Color: solid navy, white, gray, black, or khaki
Length: crew length to below the knee length
Above the knee socks: not allowed
Patterned and colorful socks: not allowed
Tights and Leggings
Tights and leggings may be worn underneath skirts and dresses only.
Color: solid navy, gray, black, or white
Tights and leggings must be solid in color and have no rips or tears
Bright colors, glittered, polka dot, patterns, etc.: not allowed
Tights and leggings worn alone without a skirt to cover: not allowed
Shoes
Closed toed shoes should be worn at all times.
Color: navy, gray, khaki, black, or white
Style: mary jane, oxford, athletic shoes, *boots, Vans, Converse, Keds
Height: no more than 3-4 inches above the ankle (*no tall boots)
Accents and shoelaces: white, black, navy, gray and khaki (no bright color accents or bright color shoelaces)
Heels: not allowed
Uggs, cowboy boots or fur boots: not allowed
Bright color,glitter,sparkle or light up shoes: not allowed
Wheeled shoes: not allowed
Belts
Belts are acceptable, but not required,for girls.
Color: solid brown, navy, or black.
Land’s End sells a plaid belt that matches other uniform items, and is acceptable.
Accessories
Hair accessories: headbands, bows, hair clips, etc.
Color: solid navy, gray, khaki, black, white or school uniform plaid
Sparkly, sequin, feather, cat ears, bright colors and patterns: not allowed
Size: Small to medium --If it is a large hair accessory item, it is not allowed.
Jewelry: should be kept to a minimum—one small loop or stud per ear, non-distracting necklaces, and bracelets.
Make-up: If allowed by parent, make-up should be minimal. It should be natural and non-distracting.
Hygiene & Hair
Natural color hair, neatly groomed and clean

BOYS
Pants
Color: navy, khaki, gray (no black or white)
Style: chino style, flat front, straight leg. Should fit properly with no tears or rips.
Cargo with side pockets: not allowed
Jeans: not allowed
Joggers or sweats: not allowed
Shorts
Color: navy, khaki, gray
Style: chino style, flat front
Refer to “Pants” for additional details
Length: should be no more than 3” above the knee, and no longer than the bottom of the knee cap, when standing.
Shorts should have a proper hem and not be cut-off.
*Refer to *approved school uniform vendors for examples of style, and color of pants and shorts. Uniform pants
and shorts may be purchased from other stores if the item meets uniform guidelines as stated above.
Belts
Belts are optional for K-2, but must be worn from 3rd grade and up.
Color: brown, or black
No large buckles
Tie or Bow Tie
Ties or bow ties may be worn in grades K and up, but are not mandatory.
Color: navy, khaki, gray, or school uniform plaid (see *approved uniform vendor)
Shirts
All shirts must be purchased through *approved school uniform vendors. The shirts should be collared, solid
color, button down and require the school crest to be applied. All acceptable shirts are found on the store’s websites.
Shirts are to be tucked in to pants upon entering chapel for grades K-6. Shirts are to be tucked in upon entering
the classroom from breaks for grades 3rd-6th. K-2nd grade are not required to do so.
Color: light blue, french blue, or white. Long sleeve shirts are available in a striped oxford.
Undershirts: must be plain white or light gray and completely hidden under uniform shirt.
Long sleeve undershirts may not be worn underneath a short sleeve uniform shirt.
Uniform shirts must be worn underneath sweaters.
Sweaters and Everyday Outerwear
Inside: Must be purchased through *approved school uniform vendors, solid color, and requires the school crest.
Color: solid navy, or gray
Outside: May be purchased from other clothing stores, and be within the following written guidelines- no crest
required
Color: solid navy, gray, white, black, or khaki
Jackets: may be puffy, soft, solid color. No large logos or patterns, no bright color accents, no fur either on the
outside or in the lining. Puffer vests are acceptable with these same guidelines.
Rainy Day- Wear
Rain forecasted during school hours will allow for Rainy Day Wear.
Inside: Uniform dress code, as well as *Spirit Wear dress code will be acceptable. Rain boots inside are acceptable.
Outside: *Spirit Wear, as well as rain coats, boots, scarfs, hats, beanies, umbrellas-- all in any color or pattern will
be acceptable for the day. These items will be left outside the classroom and chapel.

BOYS CONT’D
Cold Weather
Beanies, scarves, gloves may be worn outdoors.
Color: navy, gray, khaki, black or white
Bright colors and patterns: not allowed
Socks
Socks must be worn at all times
Color: solid navy, white, khaki, gray or black
Length: crew, ankle or mid-calf
No-show socks: not allowed
Large logos, patterns: not allowed
Shoes
Color: navy, khaki, gray, black, or white
Style: athletic, oxford, Vans, Converse, boots
Shoes should be no more than 3-4 inches above ankle (no tall boots)
Uggs, cowboy boots, light-up, and wheeled shoes: not allowed
Accents and shoelaces: white, black, navy, gray and khaki (no bright color accents or bright color shoelaces)
Jewelry
Non-distracting necklaces or bracelets may be worn and must be kept to a minimum. (ie: camp bracelet, cross
necklace)
Earrings: not allowed
Hygiene & Hair
Natural color hair, neatly groomed and clean
Hair should be cut above the collar and no longer than slightly below tops of ears

SPIRIT WEAR
Lower campus spirit wear days are EVERY TUESDAY and THE LAST FRIDAY of every month. In some cases,
the day may fall early if students will not be present on the last calendar Friday (e.g. December).
Shirts
Only Spirit Wear shirts purchased from the school may be worn on these days.
Pants
Students may wear jeans or uniform pants with no rips or tears
Jean colors allowed: denim blue, black, gray, navy, white, or khaki
Patterned, camo, bright colored pants: not allowed
Athletic pants: not allowed
Leggings worn alone: not allowed
Shorts
Students may wear jean shorts or uniform shorts with no rips or tears
Jean colors allowed: denim blue, black, gray, navy, white, or khaki
Length: same as uniform guidelines
Cut-offs: not allowed
Athletic shorts: not allowed
Leggings may not be worn under short
Shoes and Socks
Same guidelines as the uniform dress code
Accessories
Same guidelines as the uniform dress code
Exception: bright orange/blue hair bows are acceptable on this day (school colors)

